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Abstract: Open access (OA) publishing is beneficial for researchers to improve recognition, representation, and visibility in academia. However, few studies have been conducted for studying the association between gender and OA publishing likelihood. Therefore, the current study explores the impacts of gender-based authorship structures on OA publishing in Vietnamese social sciences and humanities. Bayesian analysis was performed on a dataset of 3122 publications in social sciences and humanities. We found that publications with mixed-gender authorship were most likely to be published under Gold Access terms (26.31–31.65%). In contrast, the likelihood of publications with the solely male or female author(s) was lower. It is also notable that if female researcher(s) held the first-author position in an article of mixed-gender authorship, the publication would be less likely to be published under Gold Access terms (26.31% compared to 31.65% of male-first-author structure). In addition, publications written by a solo female author (14.19%) or a group of female authors (10.72%) had lower OA publishing probabilities than those written by a solely male author(s) (17.14%). These findings hint at the possible advantage of gender diversity and the disadvantage of gender homophily (especially female-only authorship) on OA publishing likelihood. Moreover, they show there might be some negative impacts of gender inequality on OA publishing. As a result, the notion of gender diversity, financial and policy supports are recommended to promote the open science movement.
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1. Introduction

Gender inequality still exists in the modern system of scientific publishing [1–5]. In terms of citation and authorship position, gender differences favoring men can be found in many disciplinaries such as political science [6], economics and management [7,8], neurology [9], and critical care research [10]. For instance, in critical care research, 30.8% of 18,483 research led by female authors is more likely to be published in lower-impact journals than male authors [10]. Such disparity can adversely affect the scientific career of women and underrate their scientific impacts for promotion and funding [11,12]. Hence, for a healthy and fair scientific community, it is important to mitigate such gender inequality.

It is suggested to help women in science by reducing systematic bias, inappropriate institutional practices [13,14] or unequal domestic work [15,16]. Increasing the number of female scientists and policies promoting gender equality may help close the gender gap in science [17–19]. Besides, improving the visibility and representation of women in academic publishing is also essential because underrepresentation of women in scholarly
literature can enlarge the gendered citation gap, even in the discipline that has more women than men [20].

Open access (OA) publishing has many advantages in the present publishing system and can help female researchers increase their publications’ visibility and measure impact. OA publishing is a well-advocated practice for providing better accessibility to knowledge (especially for researchers in low- and middle-income countries) as well as increasing transparency along with the publishing procedure [21,22]. Publications’ visibility can be enhanced through OA publishing due to its high accessibility by removing paywalls compared to non-OA publishing [23,24]. Additionally, because of this high visibility, authors can receive more recognition for their works [25]. OA publishing is also suggested to be advantageous in terms of citation number compared to non-OA publishing [26,27], but this aspect is still controversial within the scientific community. The association between OA and a higher number of citations may be because higher-quality articles are self-selected for publication as OA [28]. Considering the gender-based issues in academia and the efforts to improve gender equality, OA can be an important factor when female researchers choose a place to publish their articles. With a proper supporting system and funding, OA publishing is shown to have increased female researchers’ productivity [29].

Although OA publishing helps expand the outreach and impact of articles, many factors affect authors’ publishing decisions. Therefore, this paper’s purpose is to explore the association between authorship structure and OA publishing in Vietnam because authorship structure could influence authors’ decision to choose OA in various ways.

First, OA is a financially costly decision. The high article processing charge (APC) of OA publishing can become a big obstacle, especially for researchers from low- and middle-income countries [21,30]. Collaboration can help alleviate the financial burden [3]. Still, differences in financial capacity within the group of authors may cause potential conflicts, especially when some members cannot pay their share. Such conflicts are possible in Vietnam and elsewhere due to gender differences in income and the amount of scientific funding received [31,32]. Second, female researchers may have lower future benefit expectations from the payment than their male counterparts in terms of promotion and career advancement. This is because Vietnam is a Confucian society, which prefers men to hold higher positions in society and household, so Vietnamese women often face various obstacles, such as strong family obligations and gender stereotypes to become leaders in academia [17,33]. Such gender distinctions may cause a difference in willingness to pay between male and female researchers.

Regarding the impacts of collaboration and gender difference in OA publishing, Vuong, Nguyen, Ho and Nguyen [31] find that the number of authors is positively associated with the OA publishing likelihood in social sciences and humanities (SS&H); however, a higher ratio of female authors is associated with a lower probability of the publication being OA. The findings hint at the presence of gender inequality induced by Vietnam’s specific cultural and socioeconomic factors. Though these explanations may be true, it is debatable for some reasons. First, the female participation ratio of a publication written by a solo female author or a group of only female authors is treated the same way, even though the autonomy and power to choose the OA option are significantly different between these two cases. Second, groups with a female first author and a male first author with a similar gender-based participation ratio could reach different OA decisions. This could be because first authors, who are usually responsible for decision making, may have different publishing preferences or other competing preferences (e.g., journal impact, low publishing cost, etc.) due to their gender. For example, the gender income gap may encourage female researchers to seek lower-cost options [31,32]. Evidently, there are few female-first-author publications in high-impact journals in various disciplines [10,34,35].

Gender-based authorship structure might affect the likelihood of OA publishing in some aspects. For example, more gender-diverse groups are more open to innovation and tend to question past practices [36], which makes them more likely to associate with innovative outputs [37–39] and technological performance [40]. Since OA is considered an
innovative movement, the underlying mechanism between gender diversity and innovation might increase the chance to publish under OA terms. In contrast, gender homophily, known as the tendency to work with colleagues of the same gender, may diminish the likelihood to publish OA, as it does with the published journals’ prestige [41].

Considering the limited understanding of the relationship between gender and OA publishing, the present study aims to explore the impacts of gender-based authorship structures on OA publishing in Vietnamese social sciences and humanities. By combining both social sciences and humanities publications into one dataset, we aim to provide a general view of all scientific disciplines that are not considered natural sciences. Such categorization was based on the classification methods of the Vietnamese government and educational institutions. They classify scientific disciplines into two primary groups: (1) social sciences and humanities, and (2) natural sciences [42]. Thus, results generated from a combined social sciences and humanities dataset should be more beneficial for national policymaking.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material

This paper extracted data from the Social Sciences & Humanities Peer Awards (SSHPA) database (https://sshpa.com/, accessed on 24 October 2020). The database is the result of a national project that records the international scientific output of Vietnamese scientists in SS&H since 2008. It is important to note that this database covers only publications by Vietnamese researchers. A publication must meet at least one of the following criteria to be recorded in the SSHPA database: (i) at least one Vietnamese author has an affiliation in Vietnam; and (ii) its topic concerns Vietnam. Further information related to the data collection, verification, and recording procedure was presented in the database description article by Vuong, et al. [43]. The dataset of 3122 publications employed in the current study was extracted on 24 October 2020 with information related to authors (gender and nationality), title, DOI, journal, year of publication, and publisher. The dataset was stored as an excel worksheet file.

As for OA status, we employed the data from Unpaywall’s Simple Query Tool (link: https://unpaywall.org/products/simple-query-tool, accessed on 25 October 2020). In some cases, the publications had no DOI and could not be searched using Unpaywall’s Simple Query Tool. In those cases, we conducted manual checks by examining the journal’s websites and eligible repositories that assign OA status. The procedure strictly conformed with Unpaywall’s instructions and the definitions of Piwowar, Priem, Larivière, Alperin, Matthias, Norlander, Farley, West and Haustein [24]. In the current study, we solely focused on the Gold Access publications—those that were published in fully open access sources and often required authors to pay article processing charges (APC). Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of how we determined a Gold Access publication.

2.2. Method

This paper used descriptive analysis and Bayesian analysis to explore the association between authorship structure and OA publishing. Even though the descriptive analysis helped us study the growth trends of Gold Access publications and the proportion of gender-based authorship types, it could not show whether the concerned association exists and the probabilities of publishing under the Gold Access term among different authorship types. For such reasons, Bayesian analysis was also employed.

The Bayesian approach was selected for some specific benefits as follows. First of all, the Bayesian approach treats all properties as probabilities [44], including uncertainty, which might help provide a better estimation for an exploratory study. This advantage of Bayesian analysis helps consider other unobserved effects while maintaining the law of parsimony. Moreover, the Bayesian analysis package used in the current study incorporates the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation technique [45], supporting model fitting with high flexibility, such as the non-linear frameworks or multilevel models.
Figure 1. Procedure of determining Gold Access publications.

For estimating the effects of gender-based authorship structures on the likelihood of publishing papers under Gold Access status, we employed the following model (see Equation (1)):

\[ \text{OpenAccess} \sim \alpha + \text{Female} + \text{Female} \times \text{FirstFemale} + \text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale} + \text{Female} \times \text{AllFemale} \]  

(1)

The model consists of five variables (see Table 1). The outcome variable is the OpenAccess variable, representing whether the publication was published under the Gold Access status. The variable Female was created as a dichotomous variable of whether any female author was involved in the publication. In contrast, the other three variables were generated through the following categorization method (see Figure 2). Using gender to classify the authorship structures, we categorized the publications into three major categories:

1. Only male author(s) (blue);
2. Mixed-gender authors (yellow);
3. Only female author(s) (green).

Table 1. Variable description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Type of Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| OpenAccess | Whether the publication was Gold Access or not | binary | Gold Access = 1  
Non-Gold Access = 0 |
| Female | Whether there was female involvement (or at least one author is female) | binary | Having at least one female author = 1  
Having no female author = 0 |
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Type of Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FirstFemale</td>
<td>Whether the first author of the publication is female or male. The variable does not include cases in which the publication was written by a solo female author and a group of female authors</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>The first author being female = 1&lt;br&gt;The first author being male = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoloFemale</td>
<td>Whether a solo female author wrote the publication</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>Written by a solo female author = 1&lt;br&gt;Not written by a solo female author = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllFemale</td>
<td>Whether the publication was written solely by a group of female authors</td>
<td>binary</td>
<td>Written solely by a group of female authors = 1&lt;br&gt;Not written solely by a group of female authors = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Types of gender-based authorship structures.

In each of the second and third groups, there are two scenarios. Specifically, the ‘mixed gender authors’ group consists of publications with a male first author and those with a female first author. In contrast, publications written by a solo female author and a group of female authors constitute the ‘only female author(s)’ group.

To estimate the probability of publishing under the Gold Access status of the ‘only male author(s)’ group, using the variable *Female* is sufficient. The interaction between *Female* and *FirstFemale* was added into the model to estimate the Gold Access publishing probabilities of scenarios in the ‘mixed-gender authors’ group. It should be noted that the variable *FirstFemale* does not include any publications with a solo female author or all female authors. The interactions of the variable *Female* with the other two variables, *SoloFemale* and *AllFemale*, were used to estimate the Gold Access publishing probabilities of articles by solo female authors and groups of only female authors, respectively (see Table 1). The calculation for the probabilities in Figure 1 is presented in the Section 3.
Both models were constructed and simulated using the bayesvl R package and following the protocol suggested by Vuong, et al. [46] due to its user-friendly operation and the ability to generate clear and refined visualizations [47]. As the current study is explorative in nature, we set all coefficients’ priors as uninformative. All models were simulated using 5000 iterations, 2000 warmup iterations, four cores, and four Markov chains.

The interpretation of Bayesian simulated results is also different from that of the conventional frequentist approaches. The major difference is that an association (or a parameter) between outcome and predictor variables is not judged based on a dichotomous decision using \( p \)-value, but based on the reliability using the visualized posterior probability distribution. The parameter’s posterior probability distribution is a normal distribution, with the mean demonstrating the value that has the highest possibility to happen.

However, before evaluating the posterior distribution, the simulated results must meet the Markov chain central limit theorem, which assumes that the simulated samples must be independent or not autocorrelated. In other words, the Markov chains have to be well convergent. The convergence can be assessed using two statistics: effective sample size (\( n_{\text{eff}} \)) and Gelman values (Rhat). If the \( n_{\text{eff}} \) values are larger than 1000 and Rhat values are equal to 1, the model can be deemed convergent, and the simulated results are qualified for interpretation. Trace plots, Gelman plots, and autocorrelation plots are also tools for assessing the model’s Markov chain convergence.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Analysis

From 2008 to 2019, there were 3122 publications recorded in the SSHPA database, of which 1202 documents were OA. Among 1202 OA publications, around 60% were published under Gold Access status (718 publications). The number of female-involved Gold Access publications constituted 66.71% of the total Gold Access publications. Figure 3 illustrates the annual number of Gold Access publications by gender-based authorship structures: (1) only male-author group, (2) male-first-author group, (3) female-first-author group, (4) solo-female-author group, and (5) all-female-author group. As can be seen from the trendlines, the male-first-author group had the fastest growth rate in terms of Gold Access publications during 2008–2019, whereas only male-author and female-first-author groups’ growth rates came next and are relatively similar. The growth rates of solo-female-author and all-female-author groups were minimal.

Not only was the growth rate of solo-female-author and all-female-author groups minimal, but their proportion of Gold Access publications were also relatively small, with 5% and 4%, respectively (see Figure 4). Comparably, the only male-author group’s percentage of Gold Access publications tripled that of the only female-author group (33% versus 9%). Even though the percentage of female-involved Gold Access publications was high, it would decline significantly if we excluded the number of male-first-author publications. The proportion of only female-author and female-first-author publications was less than that of only male-author publications (32% versus 33%).

3.2. Bayesian Analysis

In this sub-section, we present the simulated results of the model estimating the effects of gender-based authorship structures on the likelihood to publish under Gold Access status. The interpretation for their meaning is also provided accordingly.

First, it is necessary to assess whether the constructed model is well fitted with the data. We visualized the Pareto smoothed importance-sampling (PSIS) diagnostic plot to check (see Figure 5). The \( k \) values in the plot were all below 0.5, suggesting that the model fitted the data well.
Not only was the growth rate of solo-female author and all-female author groups minimal, but their proportion of Gold Access publications were also relatively small, with 5% and 4%, respectively (see Figure 4). Comparably, the only-male author group's percentage of Gold Access publications tripled that of the only-female author group (33% versus 9%). Even though the percentage of female-involved Gold Access publications was high, it would decline significantly if we excluded the number of male-first-author publications. The proportion of only-female author and female-first-author publications was less than that of only-male-author publications (32% versus 33%).

Figure 3. The annual Gold Access publications by the gender-based authorship structures.

Figure 4. The proportion of Gold Access publications by gender-based authorship structures.
3.2. Bayesian Analysis

In this sub-section, we present the simulated results of the model estimating the effects of gender-based authorship structures on the likelihood to publish under Gold Access status. The interpretation for their meaning is also provided accordingly.

First, it is necessary to assess whether the constructed model is well fitted with the data. We visualized the Pareto smoothed importance-sampling (PSIS) diagnostic plot to check (see Figure 5). The \( k \) values in the plot were all below 0.5, suggesting that the model fitted the data well.

Figure 5. Pareto smoothed importance-sampling (PSIS) diagnostic plot.

Next, we diagnosed the convergence of the model’s Markov chains using two statistics: the effective sample size (\( n_{\text{eff}} \)) and the Gelman shrink factor (Rhat). As the parameters’ \( n_{\text{eff}} \) values were all higher than 1000, and the Rhat values equaled 1, the model’s Markov chains can be deemed convergent. Visually, if the Markov chains fluctuate around a central equilibrium after the warmup period, as shown in Figure 6, they can also be considered well-convergent. The Gelman plots (see Figure A1) and autocorrelation plots (see Figure A2) also confirmed the convergence.

According to the simulated posterior results (see Table 2), we found that publications with female involvement were more likely to be published under the Gold Access status (\( \pi_{\text{Female}} = 0.64 \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Female}} = 0.10 \)). However, the effect was moderated by the authorship structures in which female authors played important roles, like the female-first-author structure (\( \pi_{\text{Female} \times \text{FirstFemale}} = -0.26 \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Female} \times \text{FirstFemale}} = 0.12 \)), solo-female-author structure (\( \pi_{\text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale}} = -1.03 \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale}} = 0.20 \)), and all-female-author structure (\( \pi_{\text{Female} \times \text{AllFemale}} = -1.35 \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Female} \times \text{AllFemale}} = 0.22 \)).
According to the simulated posterior results (see Table 2), we found that publications with female involvement were more likely to be published under the Gold Access status ($\pi_{Female} = 0.64$ and $\sigma_{Female} = 0.10$). However, the effect was moderated by the authorship structures in which female authors played important roles, like the female-first-author structure ($\pi_{Female \times FirstFemale} = -0.26$ and $\sigma_{Female \times FirstFemale} = 0.12$), solo-female-author structure ($\pi_{Female \times SoloFemale} = -1.03$ and $\sigma_{Female \times SoloFemale} = 0.20$), and all-female-author structure ($\pi_{Female \times AllFemale} = -1.35$ and $\sigma_{Female \times AllFemale} = 0.22$).

Table 2. Simulated posteriors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n_eff</th>
<th>Rhat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.41</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>7501</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>6712</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female $\times$ FirstFemale</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>7687</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female $\times$ SoloFemale</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>9996</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female $\times$ AllFemale</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>9312</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters’ probability distributions are shown in Figure 7. The moderation effects of SoloFemale and AllFemale were much greater than the effect of FirstFemale. All distributions lay entirely on the negative side of the x-axis, suggesting that these results are reliable. In contrast, only the probability distribution of Female was located on the positive side. As the distribution was far apart from the 0-point of the x-axis, it is highly reliable that a publication with female involvement (but led by a male author) will be more likely to be published under the Gold Access status.
The following logit model can calculate the probability of publishing under each authorship structure’s Gold Access status. As Bayesian analysis treats all parameters probabilistically, we selected the mean value of the distribution because it had the highest probability of happening (see Equation (2)).

\[
\ln \left( \frac{\pi_{\text{Gold Access}}}{\pi_{\text{No Gold Access}}} \right) = -1.41 + 0.64 \times \text{Female} - 0.26 \times \text{Female} \times \text{FirstFemale} - 1.03 \times \text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale} - 1.35 \times \text{Female} \times \text{AllFemale}
\]

(2)

Based on the model above, the probability of being published under the Gold Access status of the solo-female-author publication could be calculated as follows using the coefficients’ mean values (see Equation (3)):

\[
\pi_{\text{SoloFemale}} = \frac{e^{-1.41 + 0.64 \times \text{Female} - 1.03 \times \text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale}}}{1 + e^{-1.41 + 0.64 \times \text{Female} - 1.03 \times \text{Female} \times \text{SoloFemale}}} = \frac{e^{-1.41 + 0.64 \times 1 - 1.03 \times 1 \times 1}}{1 + e^{-1.41 + 0.64 \times 1 - 1.03 \times 1 \times 1}} = 0.1419 = 14.19\%
\]

(3)

After estimating each authorship structure’s probability, we correspondingly present the probabilities in Figure 1 (see Figure 1 in the Methodology section). It can be observed that the male-first-author publications were those that had the highest probability to be published under Gold Access status (31.65%), followed by the female-first-author publications (26.31%) and the only male-author-publications (17.14%). Solo-female-author
and all-female-author publications had the lowest probabilities to be published under Gold Access status with 14.19% and 10.72%, respectively (See Table A1).

4. Discussion

This paper investigates the impact of gender-based authorship structures on OA publishing in Vietnamese social sciences and humanities by applying the Bayesian analysis on 3122 publications retrieved from the SSHPA database. This section discusses our results in relation to existing literature and provides recommendations for policymaking and further research on gender and OA.

We found that publications with mixed-gender authorship had the highest likelihood to be published under OA terms, with probabilities for male-first-author publications and female-first-author publications being 31.65% and 26.31%, respectively. The probability of publishing under OA terms was significantly lower when gender diversity was absent. The decline was much more substantial for female-author-only publications (10.72–14.19%) than for male-author-only ones (17.14%). This finding suggests the importance of gender diversity inclusion in pursuing the open science movement in an emerging country like Vietnam.

Even though the Open Science movement has started for a long time globally, OA publishing is still rather new and debatable in Vietnam. The practice of OA publishing might be considered both risky [48] and innovative [49], depending on the perspectives. Through collaboration, being open to a wide range of different perspectives is considered one of the key factors in increasing the chance of innovative action [50]. Indeed, it is evident that gender diversity helps improve a team’s likelihood of challenging past practices and becoming more flexible and open to new alternatives [36]. Studies have shown that in research and development, gender diversity is positively associated with innovation outputs [37–39], including the aspect of technological performance [40] and radical innovation [51]. Thus, when viewing OA publishing as an innovative way of publishing, the openness and flexibility influenced by gender diversity might raise the group’s likelihood to publish under OA terms.

While many studies, including the current one, focus on male–female issues, gender inclusion and equality should be examined with various other forms of gender identities (e.g., LGBT+ groups) in the future.

Moreover, gender homophily among females seems to be disadvantageous for Vietnamese social scientists. The OA publishing probability of publications by female-author-only groups (10.72%) was lower than all other publications with different authorship structures. This result supports earlier studies on the adverse influence of gender homophily in scientific activities. Among Polish scientists, gender homophily is found to be negatively associated with the journals’ prestige [41]. Campbell also shows that gender-homogeneous teams receive 34% fewer citations than gender-heterogenous teams at the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis [52]. Given the possible adverse effects of gender homophily, government, research institutions, and researchers (especially female researchers) are recommended to improve diversity in their collaboration network for embracing OA benefits and improving research quality and impacts.

Even though not conclusive, our results, to some extent, show support to the existence of gender inequality’s negative impacts on OA publishing in Vietnamese social sciences and humanities. Particularly, the probabilities of publishing OA among publications with sole female authors were lower than those with sole male authors. Even in the mixed-gender groups, publications with a male first author still have a higher likelihood of publishing under OA terms than those with a female first author. Notably, the Gold Access mode is the target, which often requires authors to pay an APC.

Vietnamese government and public institutions have made efforts to raise the scientific community’s standards since 2008, but still paid little attention to OA promotion. In particular, there have been no institutions or governmental agencies that explicitly fund OA publishing in Vietnam. For example, no statements about neither Open Access nor Open
Science were made by the National Foundation for Science and Technology Development (NAFOSTED) in their official decisions [53]. Thus, the APC required by Gold Access journals is usually paid by the authors or eats up a major proportion of the funding. For that reason, even when Vietnamese female researchers are willing to publish OA, they have to find financial support from collaborations to pay the APC or rely on a limited number of APC-free OA journals.

Furthermore, according to the list of SS&H projects funded by NAFOSTED until 2020, projects led by a female scientist only account for 38.7% of the total 490 research projects. The lack of funds specifically for OA publishing and the limited access to funding for scientific research may prevent female sciences from publishing OA. Collaboration with male colleagues may be the solution to this financial constraint for female scientists. Furthermore, funders may play an important role in alleviating gender inequality in OA publishing. The effect of gender inequality might also be shown through other aspects. Specifically, Zhu [54] suggested the reason for female researchers’ low OA experience might be attributable to the fact that female researchers received less knowledge of funding applications and understanding of OA policies.

OA publishing is a potential method to disseminate female researchers’ works to many audiences and improve scientists’ recognition, representation, and visibility in academia [22,24,25]. Nevertheless, without sufficient and deliberate management and resource allocation, OA might exacerbate gender inequality. Besides the proactive attitudes to pursue OA publishing from female researchers [17], financial and policy support from government and research institutions are also required [55].

Limitations of the current study are presented here for the sake of transparency [56]. Some of our arguments were based on the assumption that the first author largely determines journal selection choices. Other authors may also influence publishing decisions, such as the corresponding author(s), who usually act as the publishers’ supervisors or contact point. Furthermore, multiples factors are confounding with the gender factor (e.g., socioeconomic restraints, working status), so they can influence the final OA decision. Nevertheless, as Bayesian analysis treats all uncertainties, including unobserved effects probabilistically, and our simulated posterior probability distributions are highly reliable, the associations’ tendencies (negative or positive) can be considered robust. However, investigations into closely related factors and additional evidence are still needed to validate the assumption that gender is a major factor influencing OA publishing decisions.

Vietnamese social sciences and humanities are still in the early development stage, during which several strong research teams greatly influence the publishing patterns. As a result, our findings might be skewed towards some specific teams’ patterns, but not necessarily the general practice of the whole community [57].
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Gelman plots of parameters: (a) Constant; (b) Female; (c) Female × FirstFemale; (d) Female × SoloFemale; (e) Female × AllFemale.

Figure A2. Autocorrelation plots of parameters: (a) Constant; (b) Female; (c) Female × FirstFemale; (d) Female × SoloFemale; (e) Female × AllFemale.

Figure A2. Cont.
Figure A2. Autocorrelation plots of parameters: (a) Constant; (b) Female; (c) Female × FirstFemale; (d) Female × SoloFemale; (e) Female × AllFemale.

Table A1. Probabilities of Gold Access publishing by gender-based authorship structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SoloFemale</th>
<th>AllFemale</th>
<th>FirstFemale</th>
<th>SoloFemale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Written by a solo female author’</td>
<td>‘Written by a group of female authors’</td>
<td>‘Not written solely by a group of female authors’</td>
<td>‘First author being female’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>14.19%</td>
<td>10.72%</td>
<td>26.31%</td>
<td>19.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Having at least one female author’</td>
<td>‘Having no female author’</td>
<td>‘First author being male’</td>
<td>‘Not written by a solo female author’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19.62%</td>
<td>26.31%</td>
<td>31.65%</td>
<td>14.19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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